SSSICHTBETON LAMPUGNANO DREAMS. AS A MATTER OF FACT …
Opening: 17.8.2017, 19.00
Exhibition: 18.8.2017 - 18.9.2017
Exhibition venue: Stadtteilinitiative Koblenzer Straße e.V. - SIKS & HUSSLEHOF

Husslehof is pleased to invite you to the first exhibition with the artist duo SSSICHTBETON on
occasion of the collaboration with Stadtteilinitiative Koblenzer Straße e.V. - SIKS. Due to the
current situation of the social initiative SIKS and thus "to gentrify the gentrification itself "
SSSICHTBETON challenge the dynamism and speed of contemporary european economic and
urban developments.
“It’s not an option to stop making spaces interesting.”
In Swedish there is this saying “don’t walk like the cat around the hot porridge” that urges
someone to speak clearly instead of beating around the bush.
For years Sssichtbeton has skillfully been tap-dancing dangerously close to the pot, making
reports from the world with the means of aesthetics, but always keeping a safe distance from
calling themselves political.
“The only action we take is to make art, and the good thing about art is that you don’t have to
change, only to show.”
But this time the invitation to the show brought the context and the duo is taking advantage from
the political history the location and situation holds to point a finger towards the problems the
citizens of the street face in the wake of gentrification.
Here the word “gentrification” is the pot of hot oatmeal because artists are usually the first to
arrive on scene when it comes to renewing and highlighting forgotten areas, now Sssichtbeton is
here to gentrify gentrification itself.
The idea is to make a funny comment, sarcastic without being cynical, not activist but,
“We would love to think that our work would literally change the world, but it’s not works that
change the world, it’s people. We don’t bring answers, nor advices, that’s not our mission. But
perhaps to change the way people look at it.”
- Nicolina Eklund
Opening hours: SIKS: 24/7, HUSSLEHOF: by appointment
13. Koblenzer Straßenfest: 19.8.2017, 14 - 22
Saisonstart Frankfurter Galerien: 8.9.2017, 18 - 22, 9.9. & 10.9.2017, 11 - 18
SIKS & HUSSLEHOF
Koblenzer Straße 9 &12
60327 Frankfurt a.M.
mail@husslehof.org
Felix Große-Lohmann
+49173 411 5575
Katharina Baumecker
+49177 784 1158

www.sssichtbeton.tumblr.com
www.siks-ﬀm.de
www.husslehof.org

